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It is shown that the minimal number of edges which have to be omitted from a 
(k + 1 )-critical graph on n vertices in order to make it bipartite is at least (f) for n 
large enough. This bound is best possible. Various related questions are con- 
sidered. ID 1985 Academic Press. Inc. 
0. INTRODUCTION 
Let k be a positive integer. The graph G is said to be (k + 1 )-critical if its 
chromatic number is k + 1 but the chromatic number of every proper sub- 
graph G’ of G (i.e., E(G’) $ E(G)) is <k. It was conjectured by ErdGs (see, 
e.g., [l, p. 291; or 2, p.381) that 
there existsfk(n) -+ co(when n + co) such that any (k + 1 )-critical 
graph G with IGI > n (i.e., the number of vertices greater than n) 
cannot be made bipartite by the omission of fewer than fk(n) 
edges. (*I 
We disprove this conjecture and show that&(n) = (I;) for every n > n,(k), 
more precisely, for every n there exists a (k + 1)-critical graph G, IGI > n 
which can be made bipartite by the omission of (‘;) edges. On the other 
hand, we can show that this result is best possible in the following sense, if 
G is a (k + 1)-critical graph with sufficiently many vertices (i.e., 
IGI > k* -k - 1) then one cannot make G bipartite omitting < (t) edges. In 
fact we show a slightly more general statement. 
Professor Erdos has further asked (oral communication) whether (*) can 
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be shown to be true provided the girth of G is sufficietly large. We answer 
also this question and show the existence of a functionf(k, p) such that for 
any n there is a (k + I)-critical graph with more than n vertices, girth 
greater than p which can be made bipartite by the omission of <ff(k, p) 
edges. We also investigate some other similar questions. 
Finally we investigate the validity of the original conjecture (*) for 
graphs for which some symmetry conditions are fulfilled (e.g., graphs with 
transitive automorphism group). We show that under such type of premise 
the original conjecture (*) is valid. 
Notation and Basic Notions 
1. We consider simple graphs (i.e., without loops and multiple edges). 
The vertex and edge set of a graph G are denoted by V(G) and E(G), 
respectively. If X, YE V(G) are two vertices then the distance of x, y (i.e., 
the length of the shortest path joining x and y) is denoted by d,(x, y) or 
d(x, y). As usual, U(G) denotes the size of the largest stable set in G. 
2. Let G, H be two graphs. The mapping cp: V(G) + V(H) is called a 
homomorphism if (x, y} E E(G) implies {q(x), q(y)} E E(H). 
3. The partition V(G) = C, u CZ u . . . u Ck of the vertex set of G is 
called a coloring (or k-coloring) if every Ci (i = l,..., k) is stable, i.e., there is 
no edge e E E(G) with is a subset of Ci. The chromatic number x(G) is the 
smallest k such that G has a k-coloring. Note that the graph G has a k- 
coloring iff there exists a homomorphism of G into the complete graph Kk 
with k vertices. The graph is uniquely k-colorable if it has only one k-color- 
ing V(G) = C, u . . . u Ck. The grith g(G) of a graph G is the length of the 
shortest cycle of G. 
1. CRITICAL GRAPHS WHICH CAN BE MADE BIPARTITE BY 
THE OMISSION OF FEW EDGES 
We start with the following 
CONSTRUCTION 1.1. Let k > 2 and n be given positive integers. We con- 
struct the graph Gk,, as follows: Let V,, V,,..., V, be pairwise disjoint k- 
element sets and let w  4 (V, u . . . u V,). Set V(G,,n) = U”=, V,u {w}. Put 
vi= {I(,..., ufk}, i= l,..., n, then let E(G,,) = [V1]’ u { (uy,w}: 1 <i<k} 
u U;:/ ( { I$, u;‘+ ’ }: i # i’} be the set of edges of Gk,, ([V,]’ denotes the 
set of all two-element subsets of V,.) 
It is quite easy to verify the following 
THEOREM. 1.2. Gk,, is (k + 1)-critical for every k 3 2 and n. Moreover, 
G,,, can be made bipartite by the omission of the (:) edges of [ VI]*. 
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Proof: First we show x(G) 2 k + 1. Suppose that there exists a k- 
coloring of the vertex set V(G,,). Clearly, the vertices of V, have to get dif- 
ferent colors. Suppose, without loss of generality, that the vertex u: has 
color i for every i, 1 < i < k. By induction, we get that a{ (1 <j< n) has to 
be colored by color i as well. Hence w  cannot be colored by any of colors 
l,..., k. The graph Gk,, is critical: if {u{, vi;+ ‘} is deleted then Vi+ i can be 
colored by k - 1 colors different from i’. Then the whole Vj+ 2 can get color 
i’, etc. Similarly, if an edge e E [ Vi]’ or (u;, w  }is deleted, the graph can be 
colored by k colors. Hence x(G’) 6 k for every subgraph G’ of G. 
Obviously, G,,n - [ Vi-J2 is bipartite. 1 
On the other hand, the above result is best possible in a sense as it is 
shown hereafter. 
Let t(k, I) denote the minimal positive integer such that any graph H 
with k vertices and a(H) < 1 has at least t(k, 1) edges (i.e., t(k, I) = 
($)- T(k, I), where T(k, I)= T(k, I, 2) is the Turan number c.f., e.g., Cl].) 
Let us also recall that the graph G is called (k + l)-vertex-critical if 
x(G) = k + 1 and the chromatic number of every induced subgraph of G is 
<k. 
THEOREM 1.3. Let G be a (k + 1)-vertex-critical graph with more than 
2(t(k, I) - 1) vertices. Zf G’ is a subgraph of G with x(G’) = 1 then 
/E(G) - E( G’)I 3 t(k, 1). Equality holds for the graphs Gk,,. 
ProoJ: Let a (k + 1)-vertex-critical graph G and its I-chromatic sub- 
graph G’ be given. Set V* = U { e: e E E(G) - E(G’)) and let G* be the sub- 
graph induced on the set V*. If 1 V*[ > 2(t(k, I)- 1) then I,!?(G) - E(G’)I 2 
t(k, I) (as every vertex of V* is covered by an edge e E E(G) - E(G’)) and we 
have nothing to prove. 
If V* 6 2t(k, 1)-2 then 1 V*l < IV1 and therefore x(G*) < k. Let CT,..., C,* 
be a k-coloring of G *. We say that i and j are independent (i # j, 1 < i, 
j< k) if Cy u C,? does not contain an edge e E E(G) - E(G’). 
We show that there is no l-tuple {ii, i, ,..., i,} c { l,..., k} containing 1 
pairwise independent integers. In the opposite case we may suppose that 
1,2,..., I are pairwise independent - this means that there is no edge 
e E E(G) - E(G’) which is a subset of ui= 1 CF and thus also of 
w= v- Uf=,+ * C,?. This means that the subgraph induced on W has 
chromatic number 61. Let C,, C, ,..., C, be a Z-coloring of this graph. Set 
Ci = C) for i = I + l,..., k. As G* is an induced subgraph of G, Ci(i > I) is 
stable also in G and thus C,, C, ,..., Ck yields a k-coloring of G which con- 
tradicts x(G) = k + 1. 
From this follows that there is no l-tuple of pairwise independent 
integers and so we have (by the definition of t(k, I)) at least t(k, I) different 
pairs (i, j} such that i and j are not independent. This means that for every 
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such pair {i, j} there is at least one edge e E E(G) - E(G’) the end points of 
which are in Cj and Cj and thus lE(G) - E(G’)l > t(k, I). 
The statement concerning the graphs Gk,, can be obtained easily from 
the Turin theorem. 1 
THEOREM 1.4. If x(G) = k + 1, x(G’) = 1, G’ is a subgraph of G, then 
II?(G) - E(G’)I > t(k+ 1, I+ 1). The complete graph Kk+, shows that this 
lower bound is sharp. 
Proof: By adding isolated vertices to G’, we may assume that 
V(G’) = V(G). Let Cl,..., C, be an l-coloring of G’ and let ci denote the 
chromatic number of the subgraph induced by Ci in G. Then, of course, 
Cf=, ci > k + 1. On the other hand, Ci must contain at least (2) edges of 
E(G)-E(G’).Nows=~~~,(~)isminimalif~ci-c~~d1for1~i,i’~l.In 
this case s= t(k + 1, I+ 1) as Turin’s theorem states. Therfore 
II?(G)-E(G’)I >s>t(k+ I, I+ 1). 1 
Let us mention that some years ago Gallai constructed an interesting 
class of (k + I)-chromatic graphs, where each graph can be made bipartite 
by the removal of (5) edges. The construction was obtained by transform- 
ing the (k - 1 )-dimensional case of Sperner’s simplex lemma [9; lo] into a 
coloring theorem. Gallai proved a more general result implying that the 4- 
chromatic graphs obtained in this way are all critical (see [8]). An 
independent proof and an extension for the 4-chromatic case were presen- 
ted by Nielsen and Toft [S]. In general, the obtained k-chromatic graphs 
are critical in at least some special cases, and it seems most likely that they 
always are. 
2. CRITICAL GRAPHS WITH LARGE GIRTH 
Here we show the following 
THEOREM 2.1. There exists a function f(k, p) such that for any positive 
integers n, k, and p there exists a (k + 1 )-critical graph H = Hp,k,n with more 
than n vertices and girth at least p, which can be made bipartite by the 
omission of f(k, p) edges. 
The proof of this theorem, the core of which is contained in Construc- 
tion 1.1, is based on he following lemmas. (Lemma 2.2 is the 
straightforward consequence of [6, Theorem 51; Lemmas 2.3 and 2.5 will 
be proved at the end of this section.) 
LEMMA 2.2. For every pair of positive integers k, p there exists a 
2k(k - 1) p-regular bipartite graph R = I& with g(R) 2 p. 
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LEMMA 2.3. For any positive integers k, r, and p there exists a uniquely 
k-colorable graph G = G(k, r, p) with x(G) = k and g(G) > 4p such that if 
c, 9 G,..., Ck is the k-coloring of G then there are vertices vij E Ci, 1 < i < k, 
1 d j < r, with d(vii, viT) 3 p for every 1 d i, i’ Q k, 1 < j, j’ G r, (i, j) # (i’, j’). 
Now we describe the construction of the graph H*(p, k, n). 
CONSTRUCTION 2.4. (1) Let the positive integers k, p, and n be given. 
Let I= {(i, i’)>: i, i’ E ( 1, 2 ,..., k ), i # i’ >. We make a decomposition of the 
edge set E(&,,)= Uci.ls>EI Ulel *p Ei, 1 into l-factors. (It follows from the 
Konig theorem that such a decomposition exists.) Let V(R,,) = Xv Y be a 
2-coloring of R,,, with X= {x,, x2 ,..., x,> and Y= { yi , y, ,..., y,}. 
(2) Set 2r = 1 V(Rk,p)l and V! = {vi1 ,..., vi,], i= 1, 2 ,..., k, where vii, 
1 di<k, 1 <j<r are vertices in G(k, r, p) (see Lemma 2.3). Let 
v;i= {v!,,..., v{~} and IV{ = {w/r ,..., w1}, i = l,..., k, j = l,..., n, be mutually 
disjoint copies of the sets Vi’. Then set V(H*(p, k, n)) = 
V(G(k,r,p))uU~=,U;=, (VjuIV). 
(3) Let E(H*(p, k, n)) consist of the following edges: 
(i) every eE E(G(k, r, p)) 
(ii) the edges {v;‘s, wj,,} if {xs, y,,} E E,,?,,, where j= I mod p 
(iii) the edges {vi+ ‘, w;ls.} if (x,, ys,} E Ei,iS,p +,, where j= I mod p. 
That is, the (labeled) subgraph induced by V{ u Wi, and V;‘+ I u W{, is 
isomorphic to E,,‘,, and Ei,i’,p + I, respectively, where j z 1 mod p. (These 
induced subgraphs consist of r pairwise disjoint edges.) 
LEMMA 2.5. This graph H* = H*(p, k, n) satisfies 
(1) H* is uniquely k-colorable 
6’) g(H*) 3 p. 
Proof of Theorem 2.1. For k d 2 the statement is trivial. Suppose k > 3 
and let p and n be given. Consider the graph H* = H*(p, k, n) and set 
wi = w;~, i= 1, 2 ,..., k. It . IS a matter of routine to check that dH.(wi, wi,) 2 p 
for (i, i’) E I. Join now a new vertex w  to vertices w,,i = l,..., k. Clearly, the 
resulting graph has chromatic number k + 1. Moreover, as the vertices 
WI 9 WZY, wk have pairwise distances ap, the girth of the new graph is > p. 
Take a (k + 1 )-critical subgraph H = Hp,k,n of this graph. Obviously, H is 
connected, contains the new vertex w, and some vertices of G(k, p) and 
thus H contains more than 2n vertices. Set f(k, p)= (E(G(k, r, p))l. If we 
delete the edges of G(k, r, p) from H, we obtain a bipartite graph. 1 
We will close this section with the proofs of Lemma 2.3 and 2.5. 
Proof of Lemma 2.3. Let Cl,..., C, be pairwise disjoint m-element sets. 
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For a fixed E, 0 <E < 1, one can define the random graph G, in which, for 
every i, j< k, Civ Cj induces a bipartite random graph of m1 +’ edges with 
color classes Ci and Cj. If k and g are fixed then, for a suitable 
E = s(g, k) > 0, G, satisfies the following property with probability 
1 -o(l): g(G,)>g and G, has just one k-coloring Cl,..., C, (see Sect. 16. 
ex. 19, Russian translation of [3]). 
Let g be large with respect to p and let XE V(G,). Then the number of 
y’s, y E V(G,), d(x, y) < p, is o(m) with probability 1 - o(l), therefore the 
vertices vii can be chosen for some G(k, I, p) E G, by the greedy algorithm if 
m is large. (In every step the algorithm chooses a vertex x for which 
Ib4-% Y)<PlI is as small as possible.) 1 
Proof of Lemma 2.5. (1) Induction on n. The statement is obviously 
true for n = 1. Suppose that it has been proved for 12 = n,. 
Consider a k-coloring of H*(p, k, n, + 1). Without loss of generality we 
may suppose (with respect to the induction assumption) that all vertices of 
the set WY get color i (for i = l,..., k). As every vertex u E VT+ i is joined by 
an edge to a vertex of v! for all i’ # i, we get that u (and thus the whole 
I/:,+ ‘) has to be colored by color i. Similarly, one can also show that all 
the vertices of W!O+ * (i = l,..., k) get color i. 
(2) As g(G(k, r, p)) > p and the pairwise distances of vertices uii, 
1 < i < k, 1 < j < r, are also 2 p, it suffices to show that there is no cycle of 
length < p all vertices of which are in 2 = U;=, Uf= I ( V{ u W{). Consider 
the mappings cp: U i,j V;i + X and rl/: lJ i,j W{ + Y defined by ~p(u{~) = x, and 
$(w;‘,) = y,. Th e mappings cp and II/ define a homomorphism of the sub- 
graph of H* induced by Z onto R,,,. As the girth of RkTp is at least p, the 
statement is proved. 1 
3. CRITICAL GRAPHS WITH A VERY LONG INDUCED PATH 
(k + 1)-critical graphs may contain very large sparse subgraphs. An 
example of such a graph is the join of Kk _ 2 and a large odd cycle C,, _ 1 - 
i.e., the graph with vertex set Xu U, where X== {x1, x2 ,..., xk-,}, U= 
h> 2.l z ,..., u2”--L), and edge set [Xl’ uC,u{{xi,~i}: l<i<k-2, l<j< 
2n-1), where C,={{U~,U~+~}: ldi<2n-2}u{u,,-,,u,}. 
Note that this idea may be used also to get another counterexample to 
conjecture (*): Set X= {x1 ,..., xk-*}, Y= {yl )...) Y&-2}? [Xl’, U, and C, 
as above; further 
EXY={{xi,yj):l<i<k-2,1<j<k-2,iZj) 
~,~={{x,,u,}:16i<k-2,j=1,3 ,..., 2n-1) 
E,,= {(y,, uj>: 1 didk-2, j=2,4 ,..., 2n-2) 
u((~,,y,}:l~ibk-2}u({u~,~,,y~}:ldi6k-2}. 
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Suppose that this graph can be k-colored. Then the colors of 
xl,..v xk-2, ul, and u2n- r have to be different and so, without loss of 
generality, we can assume that both xi and yi get color i, 1~ id k - 2. As 
every vertex u E U is joined to the whole X or the whole Y, the vertices of U 
have to be 2-colored. This contradicts to the fact that C, is an odd cycle. 
However, removing any adge of C,, the chromatic number drops because 
U becomes 2-colorable. Obviously, the graph is (k + 1)-vertex-critical for 
n > 3 and it can be made bipartite by the removal of the (I) edges e E [X12, 
(Yiy ~-1)~ {Y,, ~1> (i= Lk-2), and (~1, ~-1). 
The constructions of the above graphs can be modified to get 
THEOREM 3.1. There exists a function h(k, p) such that for every k, p, 
and n there exists a (k + 1)-critical graph G with 1 V( G)I > n, without isolated 
vertices, with no odd cycle of length less than p and containing an induced 
path on 1 V(G)1 - h(k, p) vertices. 
Proof Clearly, it suffices to prove the statement for p odd. Consider 
G(k, p, p) (see Lemma 2.3) and its vertices vii, where 1 <i< k-2, 
1 < j < p. Take an odd cycle C, = {cl, c2 ,..., c,} such that u 2 n and u E 0 
mod p. Set 
V(G’) = VW, P, PI) u V(G) 
E(G’) = E(GW, P, P)) u E(G) 
u{(v,,c,}:j=qmodp,1~i<k-2,1~j~p,1~q~u}. 
Obviously x(G’) = k + 1 and every edge e E E(G’) - E(G(k, p, p)) is critical. 
Therefore every critical subgraph Gc G’ contains at least n vertices. 
Furthermore, in G’ every short cycle (of length <p) is even. For proving 
this property, consider the homomorphism cp: C, -+ C, = {cl,..., c”) with 
cp(c,) = cj, where i = j mod p. 
From the definition, no short cycle Cc G (of length <p) contains an 
edge of G(k, p, p). Therefore - as ci and cj have a common neighbour in 
G’\C only if iz j mod p - cp does not change the parity of short walks of 
G’, and the proof is done. (In C,, every closed walk of length <p is 
even.) [ 
Note that the above construction is near to best possible as the following 
can be shown easily: If G is a (k + 1)-critical graph (I V(G)1 = n) then every 
subgraph induced on n - r vertices has to contain more than n - g(r, k) 
edges. (The number of connected components on n - r points is at most the 
number of partitions of r elements into less than k + 1 classes - see [S] - 
and so any subgraph on n-r vertices has to contain at least n - (k’/k!) 
edges. Therefore g(r, k) < k’/k!.) 
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4. GRAPHS SATISFYING SYMMETRY PROPERTIES 
The graphs described in the preceding sections have a large assymmetry. 
Here we shall investigate the question whether the original conjecture (*) 
holds for graphs which are more symmetric. It is really so, as it is shown 
below. 
Let G be a graph. For a vertex u E V(G) (resp. edge e E E(G)) and k > 3 
we find it convenient to write pk+(u) = number of k-critical subgraphs H of 
G with ( V(H)\ d u and u E V(H) (resp. pk.,(e) = number of k-critical sub- 
graphs H of G with IE(H)I < u and e E E(H)). Set further p = max 
{pkJu): UE V(G)) (resp. p=max {p,Je): eEE(G)}) and q= I{UE V(G): 
pkJu) > 0} I (resp. q = I {e E E(G): p,,,(e) > 0} I ). We show now 
THEOREM 4.1. The graph G cannot be made c k chromatic omitting less 
than q/(p(u - 1) + 1) vertices (edges). 
Proof. As the vertex and edge version are very similar to prove, we 
show the second one only. Let G be a graph, consider a hypergraph 3 with 
vertex set E(G) the edges of which are formed by the sets of edges of k- 
critical subgraphs H of G such that IE(H)( d U. Let E, c E(G) be a set of 
edges the deletion of which makes G <k chromatic. Then E,, = 
{e, ,..., e,}must be a covering set in ‘3 (every edge of 9 contains some 
element of E,). For each i, 1 Q i < t, there are at most p edges of $9 contain- 
ing ei. All these edges have size <u. Thus the edges of Y which contain ei 
contain at most (U - 1) p other points. Therefore t + (u - 1) tp b q and 
hence IEO >q/(p(u- l)+l). I 
THEOREM 4.2. Suppose that pkJul) = pkJu2) = . . . = pkJu,) > 0, where 
v(G) = (01, uz,..., u,> (rev. PdeO= ... = pk,J e,) > 0, where E(G) = 
ie 1, e,,..., e,} ). Then G cannot be made <k chromatic by the omission of less 
than n/u uertices (m/u edges). 
Proof. Again, we prove only the second statement. Set p = pkJei). Let 
9 be the hypergraph defined in the proof of Theorem 4.1 and without loss 
of generality assume that {er ,..., e,} is a covering set of 9. Let uil, ui *,..., uiP 
be the cardinalities of edges (of 3) which contain e,. Then 
i i (Ui,-l)ap(m-t) 
i= 1 j= 1 
andasuiiduforallldift, l<j<p,weobtaint$m/u. m 
This has the following 
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COROLLARY. Let G be a (2k + l)-chromatic ((k* + 1)-chromatic) graph 
with vertex (edge) transitive automorphism group and k 3 2. Set n = 1 V(G)\, 
m = [E(G)/. Then G cannot be made k-chromatic by the omission of less than 
& vertices (fi edges). 
Proof: If G has a (k + l)-chromatic subgraph with at most & vertices 
(,/& edges) then our claim follows immediately from Theorem 4.2. Sup- 
pose that each (k + 1)-chromatic subgraph has more than & vertices 
(fi edges). C onsider an arbitrar set of vertices v’ c V(G) (edges 
E’ c E(G)) of cardinality at most J-7 n ( m). The graph induced on the set 
V’ (the graph with edge set E’) is at most k-chromatic and thus if we delete 
V’ (E’) from G then the chromatic number of the resulting graph is at least 
k + 1. (This follows as x(E, u E2) < x(E,) x(E2) and x( V, u V2) 6 x( VI) + 
x(V*)*) 8 
5. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
Let 2 < 1 <k <n be positive integers. Denote by f(l, k, n) the largest 
positive integer such that any k-critical graph with an vertices contains an 
Z-critical subgraph with af(Z, k, n) vertices. 
Conjecture. For every 1 and k, f (Z, k, n) -+ az~ if n + CO. 
This has been conjectured in [7] for I = k - 1. Here we show only 
PROPOSITION 5.1. There exists a constant c (depending on 1 and k only) 
such that f(l, k, n) < cn”-2”‘k-2’. 
Proof Let elk(n) be the cardinality of the largest stable set of a k-critical 
graph with n vertices. Lovasz [4] showed that n- cln1”k-2’ <tlk(n) < 
n - c2n”(k-2) (c,, c2 do not depend on n). Take a k-critical graph G with n 
vertices which satisfies LX(G) > n - c 1 n 1’(k-22). Let H be an I-critical sub- 
graph of G which has m vertices, then a(H) < m - c,rn”(‘- *I. This implies 
that the cardinality r(H) of the smallest covering set in H is r(H) > 
c2m1”‘~2’. On the other hand, 7(H) <r(G) < ~,n”‘~-*’ and thus 
m< c1 0 
/-2 
n(r-2,/(k-2, . I 
c2 
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